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Abstract: Search engines’ capabilities are improved continually for enhancing the retrieved results and satisfying
users’ needs. Despite the great efforts in the information retrieval field, the user spends long time in changing the
search keywords; though the retrieved results may be out of user’s expectation. This may be due to the huge number
of web resources, the lack of search keywords for specific domains, and the gap between the user and author in
specific domain. This paper proposes a model for improving the search engines capabilities through adding level of
awareness to the web resources. The model targets the human view about web resources in addition to author
perception. This is through automatically extraction of the user’s perceptions and mapping them to the resources’
based on semantic aspects. The experimental studies realized 36% precision improvement compared to other search
engines, and user satisfaction was up to 92%.
Keywords: Topic ontology, Web resources, Social tags.

1. Introduction
Recently, Information Retrieval (IR) researchers’
efforts are directed to enhance the retrieval models
for the purpose of satisfying the user’s needs rather
than web users spend a long time modifying their
search keywords in order to reach their desired
results. This challenge comes from the search
engines matching techniques, where the most
popular search techniques are depended on keyword
matching [1, 2, and 3]. Furthermore, the most
existing sensitive information retrieval models focus
on improving the retrieval decision through queries,
resource keywords, implicit feedback, and users’
clicks [2, 14]. Practically, investigation has
indicated its poor user experience on Google search
for 52% of 20,000 queries; searches did not find any
relevant results [4].
In the context of Web 2.0, “users became part of
the web not only recipients and several applications
support that” [5, 9]. Nowadays, many platforms
provide the ability to remark web resources by
writing tags and annotations. Users’ remarks may
reflect additional awareness of web resources. Also,

they add common expressions and abbreviations for
specific field that play important role in enhancing
retrieval.
This research area needs more investigation for
supporting the topic based detection in specific
domain. So, the proposed framework interests in
enhancing the search engine capabilities by adding
level of awareness of human speech and needs.
Furthermore, the framework focuses on eliminating
heterogeneity and negative navigation problem
through developing a domain ontology. The
developed ontology maps the web resources based
on topics detection, semantic aspects, and users’
annotations.

The proposed framework focuses on
extracting the human speeches from the
bookmarking systems that allow the web users
to annotate web resources. It considers user’s
annotations as part of web resource index, then
analyze them syntactically and semantically in
order to map them to web resources
automatically.
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The human perception that shows in user’s
annotations and the author perspectives that
reflected on the resource keyword; have a main roll
in enhancing the search engine results and
eliminating the gap between users and author.
The proposed framework and experiments are
detailed in the following sections, where section 2
looks over the previous work in this area of research,
section 3 touches on the proposed model in detail,
and section 4 shows evaluation and experiments.

resource’s content. The resource’s content and tag
analysis were analyzed based on syntactic analysis.
Then, it used the vector model for measuring the
similarity. Furthermore, the proposed approach was
implemented in free datasets from different
bookmarking systems such Delicious, Fliker, and
CiteULike. The precision average is in the range
80% to 90%. In addition, the percentage of
improvement compared to the search engines is in
between 12% up to 21%. On the side, the proposed
framework lacks of the semantic analysis for both
document and user’s annotations. This causes the
ambiguity problem that affects the retrieval process.
M. Rani. (2017) [19] proposed two topic
modeling algorithms are explored for learning topic
ontology. The objective is to determine the
statistical relationship between document and terms
to build a topic ontology and ontology graph with
minimum human intervention. Experimental
analysis on building a topic ontology and semantic
retrieving corresponding topic ontology for the
user’s query demonstrating the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. Despite that, the model didn’t
focus on the semantic relationships extraction. Also,
the user was not part of the analysis phase.
K. Batista. (2018) [17] proposed an application
of a new ontology‐based methodology for the
automatic topic detection without any previous
information based on the use of hierarchical
clustering algorithms and a multilingual knowledge
base. The approach also includes lexical resources
that allow us to enrich the semantics of the analyzed
texts. The novelty of this approach consists of the
dimensionality reduction of the terms present in the
texts by using ontology and the introduction of a
method for the creation of a term weight matrix for
use in clustering algorithms. Although this approach
may improve automatic topic detection in
documents, it could not meet the user expectation in
many cases. This is due to the gap between the user
and the search engine, where the user was out of
their scope.

2. Related work
D. Yong. (2011) [8] proposed to exploit topic
tag mining for enhancing information retrieval. Its
improved language model based on three
components; topic structures of documents,
semantic structures of tags, and user interests. It
calculated relation between three main parts social
tags, resource, and web user. The result of
calculation provided in mapping similar documents.
Further, the resources similarity was calculated
through, and clustering based on tag mining. So, it
proposed to estimate the document model and rank
results based on the query generative likelihood. It
decomposed the model into four sub-models which
combined together to develop query terms. The sub
models were language annotation model, document
model, user model, and query model. The proposed
model realized improvement 10% compared to
search engine results. Despite that it suffers from
many challenges, where the user’s special
expression didn’t concern as part of their scope. So,
the gap between user and search engine keywords
didn’t fixed.
A. Rathore. (2014) [18] proposed an approach
for automatic topic identification of web pages that
can provide better results. The topic of the web
documents is identified through ontological
approach. Keywords are extracted from the basic
HTML tags and co-occurrence of words in the text
instead of calculating the frequency of each term
exits in a web page. Domain ontology is developed
to map topics of the documents. The result could
give benefit to the search engines for faster tagging
of web pages. The average of precision and recall
are 71.4% and 40.5%. On the other side, the
proposed approach didn’t concern with the user as a
part of analysis phase. It improved the search results
based on developing an ontology that represented
the topic keywords in specific domain.
M. Bouadjenek, (2016) [20] proposed a
framework for enhancing the information retrieval.
The proposed framework exploits annotation as a
part of resource analysis in addition to the

3. Proposed model
Search engines improve their capabilities
toward minimize search time and efforts. One of the
main challenges is keyword mismatching, especially
academic resources suffer from two main challenges
heterogeneity and unpopular search keywords. First,
academic fields may have expressions and
abbreviations that represent different contribution in
different field. In addition, web users may have their
own common words that interpret complex
expressions or abbreviate it to easily exchange. In
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such cases, search engines cannot meet the users’
expectations, where the search keywords did not
match resources. In this context, the proposed
model considers the web resource’s words are not
enough to reflect its context.
The users’ annotations on web resources enrich
the resources with additional level of knowledge
that could not be demonstrated through the author
perception. Especially academic resource, the
author utilizes the formal and academic keywords,
whereas the user query may include common
society expressions. Thus, the search engines task
became too hard, where they need to eliminate the
gap between users and academic resource nature.
The Semantic Resource Representation (SRR)
is a proposed model aims to avoid the gap between
user and formality of web resources. It exploits
users’ annotations for creating new level of domain
awareness. It considers the users’ annotations as a
real measure that reflects the resource context.
Further, it doesn’t concern with the resources’
keywords but those matched syntactically or
semantically to annotations.
The key aspects of the SRR model are: (1) the
web resources context based on semantic extraction.
(2) the ontology driven representation for specific
domain. (3) the use of automatic expert system in
retrieval process. The SRR consists of two phases:
Preprocessing phase and Automatic Expert
Retrieval (AER) phase. The first phase concerns
with the 1st and 2nd aspects, where the 3rd aspect is
realized through the second phase.
3.1 Preprocessing phase
The preprocessing phase aims to develop a
topic-based ontology that considered as the
semantic based model constructed based on
linguistic and semantic tag analysis. The
Preprocessing phase consists of two stages:
semantic context extraction, and automatic
development of ontology as shown in Fig. 1.
The user can mark a resource by writing one or
more tags on -it based on his interests. Users’
annotations are written from the perspective of their
understanding of resources’ contents. So, the
annotations’ terms may be resource’s keywords,
common expressions or abbreviations for specific
field. The annotation consists of three main parts tag,
tagger, and annotated resources. The SRR model
focuses on the annotated resources and tags
regardless of who the tagger is.
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Figure. 1 The preprocessing phase of SSR model

Tag analysis is the prior step to reformulate the
view of each resource. Linguistic and semantic
techniques are exploited for analyzing tags. This
provides more interpretation of tags and support
semantic mapping.
3.1.1. Semantic context extraction (SCE)

The Semantic Context Extraction (SCE) is the
basic step to reformulate the web resources’ content
view. Each resource content is represented through
number of tags that have written by number of web
users. In addition, the web resources’ keywords are
mapped to tags keyword depend on semantic sense.
The SCE consists of three main steps: resource
analysis, semantic similarity, and semantic
clustering.
A. Resource analysis

First of all, resource analysis aims to collect and
analyze all tags (T1, T2, Ti, …, Tn ) that are attached
to a resource (Ri) based on the classical information
retrieval approach called Term Frequency Inverse
Document Frequency (TFIDF) to weight tags’ terms
[16].
𝑇𝐹𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑡, 𝑟, 𝑅) = 𝑇𝐹 (𝑡, 𝑟) . 𝐼𝐷𝐹 (𝑡, 𝑅)

(1)

By calculating the Tag Term Frequency Inverse
Document Frequency (TTFIDF), an important
challenge has to be solved, the non-meaningful
terms that are included in user tags. Often, user may
abbreviate common expression in specific filed and
formally it’s meaningless (e.g. text mining written
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as txt mining). On the other hand, users may sign a
resource by writing terms that do not relate to their
domain at all. The challenge is how to distinguish
valuable terms from the non-valuable ones.
The semantic based filtering process is applied
for eliminating the non-valuable terms and focus on
valuable - ones. The filtering process is linguistic
filtering that exploits WordNet. The WordNet is a
large online English lexicon for semantic checking
tag’s terms [16]. Many meaningful terms are added
to resources’ corpus, while useless terms are
isolated and deleted such as misspelled words, and
individual signs. In the context of determining the
useful and useless terms the term’s weight can be
used. One of the challenges that face filtering is that
the tagger may sign resource by useless term and
repeat it in many tags. So, the repeated term has
weight and may cause confuse. Thus, SRR
determines a threshold of 0.5 to identify the useful
terms that commonly used but has no meaning.
Therefore, two types of terms will be added to
resource corpus; the meaningful terms, and
commonly used expressions that do not exist in
WordNet but important for web users as search
keywords.
B. Semantic similarity

Usually, tags suffer from heterogeneity and
ambiguity problems, where taggers may use
different terms in the same meaning or one term in
different meanings.
The Semantic Similarity
measure integrates the syntactic and semantic
features for improving the relationships between
resources. Then, the resources are represented as
vectors in the vector space model. In general, “the
vector model suffers from some challenges like
assumption of term indecency (e.g. ignore
synonymy), and missing semantic information” [14].
Thus, the SRR model adds a semantic level to
improve retrieval and overcome challenges of free
text annotation.
In this context, the Semantic Similarity
Discovery (SSD) algorithm concerns with extract
the relationships between each pair of resources
depended on the cosine similarity measure. SSD
cosine similarity is a combination of syntactic and
semantic similarity (Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1. SSD algorithm
Input: terms’ weights, and filtered tags
Output: cosine similarity based on syntax and
semantic distance between resources
Process: extracting relevant terms and resources
depended on WordNet semantic sense relations
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FOR EACH annotated resource from Ri to Rn
GET terms’ weights for Ri, and Rj;
WHILE (Ri & Rj still have terms);
IF term Ti compared to Tj are equal THEN
SR=1;
Get (Ti weight ) & ( Tj weight *SR);
ELSE IF Tj is synonym to Ti THEN
SR=0.9;
Get (Ti weight )&( Tj weight *SR);
ELSE IF Tj is hyponymy to Ti THEN
SR=0.5;
Get (Ti weight )&( Tj weight *SR);
ELSE
Calculate cosine similarity for each pair of
Resources Ri, Rj according to the modified
weights;
END IF
END WHILE
END FOR
WordNet supports SSD by semantic sense for
discovering synonym and hyponymy relations. So,
the semantic sense leads to efficient improvement of
resources similarity, where the resources similarity
degree may become stronger or new resources
relationships may be discovered. SSD adds the
semantic sense to vector model by semantically
comparing resources’ terms, and categorizes them
into four semantic relations as equal, semi-equal,
partially equal, non-related. The equal relation is
for terms that have the same syntax, semi-equal
relation for synonyms, partially-equal relation for
hyponymy, and non-related relation is the different
terms. Each category has a pre-specified Semantic
Relation (SR) degree which represents a threshold
for identifying them. As in Eq. (1), the Semantic
Similarity Discovery (SSD) identifies the web
resources related degree using cosine similarity and
SR.

(2)
The Euclidean lengths between web resources
(Rn) is calculated by representing them as vectors
through the vector space model. The resources’
term weights (wn) are calculated for each vector, and
then the semantic relations are discovered. The
Semantic Relation (SR) is added to vectors and
mostly improves the similarity between resources.
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C. Semantic Clustering

The purpose of this process is clustering
documents based on topic. However, a document
may be joined to multiple topics. Semantic
Clustering is a basic step that leads to construct a
resources profile. The development of resource
profile depends on mining resources according to
the semantic and syntactic analysis of tags. The
SRR resource profile considers as combination of
resources content and users’ common knowledge.
The semantic clustering exploits the K-means
algorithm and extends it. The additional two issues
which added through the SRR are automatic seed
identification, and semantic clustering. The
automatic seed identification is automatically
calculation of the k seeds by extracting the number
of topics that completely different (as shown in
Algorithm 2). Moreover, the semantic clustering
integrates the topics which have semantic
relationships (e.g. part of relation, synonyms).
Finally, the output of the resource profile phase is
represented in topic based ontology.
Algorithm 2. Clustering based on semantic sense
Input: resources Rn , semantic relationships
Output: resources clusters
Process: mining resources based on k-mean and
additional semantic sense properties
Initialize core seed randomly;
WHILE (non-related seeds still exist)
Get resources similarity;
Compare initialized seed to all resources and
their neighbors;
Get all non-related points and check similarity
with neighbors;
END WHILE
Identify array of k main point that completely
different;
FOR i=1 To number of k
FOR annotated resource from Ri to Rn
Extract all neighbors to each k seed;
Construct cluster;
END FOR
END FOR
FOR all clusters
GET intersected clusters;
Construct intersected clusters’ points;
END FOR
3.1.2. Topic-based ontology development

After Semantic Context Extraction, the
resources are classified semantically based on their
topic. Then, the outcomes form this phase are used

Figure. 2 Topic based ontology hierarchy

to automatically constructing ontology. The TopicBased Ontology (TBO) considers as a standard
model that represent different resources in specific
domain in consideration of their topics. The TBO
structure as shown in Fig. 2 consists of three levels
of knowledge; topics level, documents level, and
terms level. This shows the semantic relationships
among resources that may have intersected terms
explicitly or implicitly. The explicitly relationships
represents the context similarity. On the other side
the implicitly relationships represent semantic
relationships which discovered through the
existence of synonym or hyponymy terms.
First of all, the ontology developed using top
down technique where the outputs of semantic
clusters are the main seeds to represent the top level.
The TBO starts with topic seeds that represent
different topics in specific field. Each topic is
represented as a class and created automatically.
Many resources are specified in one or more kind(s)
of these topic but each one has different level of
specialty. This measured through the vector model
for determine the degree of specialty. The degree of
specialty is important factor in ranking the user’s
query result (query answering is out of paper scope).
Secondly, the term level represents all indexed
word that extracted from users’ tags and the
resources’ related words. This level demonstrates
the terms’ weight based on semantic relationships.
This level has two relationships layers; document to
term (D2T) and term to term (T2T). D2T represents
the relationship between a document and number of
terms that mapped to document node based on
syntactic or semantic relationships. Furthermore, the
T2T represents the semantic relationships between
terms.
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the weight of detected terms in each one. Based on
that the documents will be ranked.

4.1 The SRR system performance
4.2 Evaluation
To evaluate the SRR model performance, java
script and JAWS API are used. The SRR assumes
the annotated resources have to be annotated at least
by ten terms through more than three taggers, and
ignore other cases. Further, it filters taggers for
eliminating those whom have unclear interests.
The user’s queries are applied through the SRR
system which uses the topic-based ontology in two
processes: query reformulation and ranking process.
Algorithm 3. Inferring similar terms
Input: user’s query term (tq)
Output: number of related documents that
semantically related to the query terms
Process: match the query terms semantically and
extracting the related document
FOR EACH term ti in the annotation ontology
IF equal (tq, ti) THEN
EqualSet  ti;
Else IF synonym (tq, ti) THEN
SynonymSet  ti;
Else IF hyponym (tq, ti) THEN
hyponymSet  ti;
ELSE
nonRelatedSet  ti;
END IF
END FOR
FOR EACH term tn in EqualSet
Weight getValue (tn.weights);
END FOR
FOR EACH term tn in SynonymSet
Weight getValue (tn.weights);
END FOR
FOR EACH term tn in HyponymSet
Weight getValue (tn.weights);
END FOR
The query reformulation aims to expand the
user’s query based on syntax and semantic aspects.
As shown in Algorithm 3, the user’s query terms
(tq) will be matched through the topic ontology
using down-up technique. Then matched terms will
be categorized into three sets (EqualSet,
SynonymSet, and hyponymSet). First, the EqualSet
includes the set of terms ( ti ) that exactly matched
the query term. Second, the SynonymSet includes
the terms that matched the same meaning. Last, the
hyponymSet holds the hyponym related terms.
The next step is identifying the related
document using the above groups and calculating

The model evaluation is done by applying the
SRR
system
through
CiteULIke
dataset
(http://www.springer.com/about+springer/ citeulike).
CiteULIke bookmarking system allows users to tag
several references (e.g., academic papers or books)
included in its library. The CiteULIke dataset
consists of documents directory that contains over
180 documents in text format, and annotated with
807 annotations.
The evaluation process assesses two factors: the
user satisfaction and the retrieval improvement.
First, the user satisfaction is one of the main SRR
purposes, since users’ expressions became part of
the web resources. Thus, it is expected to retrieve
results closer to users’ expectations. Second, the
retrieval improvement is measured by recall and
precision.
The SRR model enhances query results by
adding list of documents that could not retrieve
through existing search engine matching techniques.
By comparing the SRR model to search engine
results, the SRR improves the resources’ mapping
similarity for 90% of resources and adds average of
new discovered resources’ relationships in
percentage of 10%.
The SRR performance is measured using
precision and recall. The target of SRR is to achieve
high precision and low recall. The SRR approach
has been applied into up to three hundred queries,
and the number of query terms is between two to
five terms. The query terms were tags’ keywords,
resources’ keywords, and random expressions that
are selected from the dataset. Practically, the SRR
achieved a precision average in between 85.7% and
90.77%, and recall average in between 62.2% and
65.11%.
Further, for more evaluation, more than five
hundred queries applied into both search engine
system and the SRR system (as shown in Fig. 3.
The search retrieved query results based on
keyword retrieval technique, when the SRR
integrates semantic and syntactic techniques. Then,
the results are compared through precision and
recall measures. The average of SRR precision and
recall is 94.4% and 62.4%. Further, the SRR system
achieved 85% of the all search engine results; so
this approves that users’ tags are considered a good
reflection of resources. In addition, the average of
precision improvement achieved through the SRR
system compared to search engines is 36%.
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Table 1. Comparison between SRR and previous work
Ontology
Semantic
User
Precision
Development
Detection
Participation
Average

Improvement

SRR

Auto

√

√

94.6%

36.10%

Yong. [8]

NON

√

√

56.6%

10%

Rathore [18]

Auto

×

×

80%

32%

Bouadjenek [20]

Non

×

√

90%

21%

Rani [19]

SemiAuto

×

×

75%

___

Basita [17]

Auto

×

×

30%

10%

problem (e.g. heterogeneity) are the main focus for
the SRR and D. Yong. (2011) [8].
This in addition to consider the users’
annotations and participation as part of web
resources analysis in the SRR, M. Bouadjenek.
(2016) [20], and D. Yong. (2011) [8]. Finally, the
SRR model realized high/almost near precision
average and improvement compared to search
engines and the previous related work.

5. Conclusion
Figure. 3 The SRR & Search Engine precision

4.3 SRR versus previous work
In order to constructing comparison between the
SRR approach and the previous work in the same
research area; Table 1 shows comparison based on
some criteria that represents the main features in the
research field. First, the ontology based frameworks
represent the level of ontology development in
range of values between, automatic ontology
development, semi-automatic development, and
Non (not included ontology). Second, semantic
detection criteria reflect the usage of semantic
relationships and fixing the semantic problems.
Third, the user participation criteria show the roll of
user’s perception in each model, where the user
annotations or blogs consider as part of model
construction and retrieval process. Last, the model
efficiency is measured through precision average
and rate of improvement compared to search
engines retrieval process.
As shown in Table 1 the ontology development
and topic detection for the SRR model, A. Rathore.
(2014) [18], and K. Basita. (2018) [17] were done
automatically except M. Rani. (2017) [19]. Further,
the semantic relationships and fixing semantic

Nowadays, search engines direct their effort to
enhance their capabilities by exploiting the web 2.0
benefits. The proposed model adds a level of human
knowledge to the retrieval process by analyzing
users’ tags. The user’s tags facilitate the resource’s
content discovering. Also, the user’s tags reflect the
domain knowledge, expressions, and uncommon
search keywords. This contributes in retrieving
results close to user’s expectations.
Furthermore, the SRR adds levels of
semantic and standardization by developing topic
ontology. So, the SRR model improves the retrieval
process based on two contributions: semantic sense,
and topic identification. This improves user’s query
results and achieves high precision compared to
other search engines in range (80%-94%).
The proposed future work will concern with
integrating the intersected domains, where some
sciences have shared knowledges and expression.
This considers as challenge that cause ambiguity
and affects the search engine results. In this context
the future work aims to develop ontology alignment
model for fixing the ambiguous expression between
different domains; this may lead to improve the
search results to be closer to the web user’s
expectations.
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